
KS3 English at 
SMSJ - Reading 

Rich Texts



Teaching thematically

KS3 exposes students to plays, poems, stories and non-fiction 
texts.

Our texts are rich in both language and in the themes they 
explore. Our texts cover different genres as well as different 
time periods and different cultures.

We have introduced satellite texts too, which enrich the 
students' appreciation of the themes they explore and 
provides them with the opportunity to see how crucial these 
themes are to the human condition.



LET'S START BY LEARNING ABOUT 

MY IDENTITY

Explore and develop your understanding of identity, love and relationships, and 

knowledge.

“Words make sense of the world through stories, poems, novels and plays”

NEXT, LET'S EXPLORE HOW LOVE AND RELATIONSHIPS
HELP ME CONNECT WITH THE WORLD

THEN, LET'S CONSIDER THE POWER OF 

KNOWLEDGE

FINALLY, LET'S REFLECT ON HOW TO BE INCLUSIVE OF 
EVERYONE'S INDIVIDUALITY

Year

7
How can love affect our behaviour?
What makes relationships complex?

What is a healthy parent-child relationship?
What are the consequences of violence?

What makes a person an 
individual?

How can we be inclusive?

Analysing progress

What makes a person's identity?
How can someone's identity be 

challenged?

How has history shaped people's 
identities?

Analysing progress
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How can we teach a 

moral through a story?
How does knowledge

give you power?

Reading Observing Speaking and Listening Writing Thinking

Analysing progress

Analysing Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet

Writing to Present a Viewpoint
When Hitler Stole the Pink Rabbit

How 

can English 

help me 

discover who I 
am and my 

place in the 

world?

Creative & Narrative Writing

Conan-Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes Analysing Poetry



FIRST, LET'S START BY LEARNING 
ABOUT SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

NEXT, LET'S EXPLORE THE 
POWER OF AMBITION

How can science improve the world?
To what extent are we responsible for 

our children?

How should society treat one another?

FINALLY, LET'S REFLECT ON HOW WE 
DEVELOP RESILIENCE AS WE MATURE

How can our morals

impact our decisions?
Is there always a 'correct' 

choice?

Year

8

Analysing 

progress

Analysing 

progress

How do we develop as we 
grow older?

How can we learn from the 

past?
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Explore and develop your understanding of responsibility, ambition and morality.

“Words make sense of the world through stories, poems, novels and plays”
Reading Observing Speaking and Listening Writing Thinking

Analysing 

progress

THEN, LET'S CONSIDER MORALITY

What do we learn about ambition and 
corruption in the play?

What messages can we learn about 
loyalty ?

How can friendship be impacted by 
external factors?

How can English 
help me to grow 
and develop 
an appreciation of 
values in line with 
wisdom , 
service and hope?

Writing to Present a Viewpoint

Frankenstein, the play

Analysing Shakespeare’s
Julius Caesar

Creative Writing
Roald Dahl’s Short Stories Analysing Coming of Age Poetry



There is something quite magical about forming a connection to a book: 
the way in which the words on the page can conjure feelings of 
excitement, fun, joy, laughter or tears, channeling the part of our being 
that fundamentally makes us human. CLPE

Year 7

Identity

Love & Relationships

Knowledge & Power

Inclusive Individuality

Year 8

Responsibility & Consequence

Ambition

Morality

Coming of Age



How can you support your child at home?

• Reading at home every day for 20 minutes.

• Encourage your child to make predictions about what they are 
reading.

• Provide a range of text types for your child e.g. play, article, poem.

• Have conversations around what your child is reading and learning.

• Keep on top of homework.



The Library at Bennett House
• Over 1,000 books covering a wide selection of genres 

including Humour, Fantasy, Science Fiction, Adventure, 
Crime, Historical Fiction, Classics as well as Non-Fiction

• Organised to support the Accelerated Reader 
programme, books are arranged by colour level (each book 
has a coloured sticker to identify the level of the book based 
on sentence length and vocabulary difficulty), to make it 
easy for students to find a book at their own appropriate 
reading level.

• School librarian is on hand to provide book suggestions & 
recommendations

• Library is open from Monday-Thursday, for students to pop 
in during their breaks and/or lunchtime. Offers a quiet 
space for reading, homework or study



ACCELERATED 
READER



WHY ARE WE DOING IT?
• What do the quotes suggest about the importance of reading?

"One glance at a book and you hear the voice of another person, perhaps someone dead for 

1,000 years. To read is to voyage through time." – Carl Sagan

"If you don’t like to read, you haven’t found the right book." – J.K. Rowling



OVERVIEW

• All pupils in 7 and 8 take part in Accelerated Reader, a computer programme that has a 

proven method to help monitor and encourage reading habits. Reading is one of the 

biggest indicators of your child’s academic success and we believe that the only way to 

improve reading skills and become really good at understanding what we read is through 

practice. Accelerated Reader aims to boost reading ages and develop pupils’ literacy.

• However, at SMSJ, we believe it is more than this: reading fosters wellbeing, creates a 

greater understanding of empathy and of course sparks the imagination.



STAR READING TEST.

• Year 7s will shortly be given a username and password and will be expected to complete 

their Star Reader (blue icon) test by Friday 7th October 2022. Instructions are available 

on Classcharts. To access the test, pupils must use this specific link for our school.

Enter the following authorisation 
password: ADMIN



• Once pupils receive their colour range, they are then 

encouraged to read books that fall within their colour range 

(ZPD level). A ZPD is the range of books that will challenge 

them without causing frustration or loss of motivation.

• Pupils are then encouraged to complete AR quizzes on books 

they have read at home, by clicking on the orange Accelerated 

Reader icon. Passing this short quiz provides an indication that 

your child has understood what they have read. Moreover, 

when a pupil passes the quiz, the software tallies the word 

count of each book read and this is how we are able to 

celebrate Word Millionaires in Head of Year Assemblies.



EXPECTATIONS

• You must take at least one AR test on a book you have read per half term.

• Your reading will be monitored and students will be rewarded for who reads the most 

books and most words.



HAPPY READING!


